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Redistricting is a process of drawing lines as a boundary, it plays an important role in the process of decision making on space and spatial allocation. In redistricting, the main problem to be solved is to find the districting plan that maximizes the value function involved. Thus, redistricting process can be characterized as a combinatorial optimization problem and considered to be computationally intractable or NP-hard problem, so getting trapped in local optimal and difficulty in obtaining the most optimal solution have become the great challenge of redistricting problem. Latest approach of solving redistricting problem using simulated annealing has shown a significant improvement with its ability to escape from local optimal. However, simulated annealing does not guarantee outstanding performance in escaping from local optimal though it posses that special capability. Therefore, this research will incorporate the advantages of genetic algorithm to overcome the deficiency of simulated annealing in the process of redistricting. The evolutionary feature of genetic algorithm that have potential to overcome some of the dilemmas of redistricting process are adapted to enhance the efficiency and performance of simulated annealing redistricting algorithm. At the same time, the strengths of simulated annealing will still being retained. Thus, the proposed redistricting algorithm has been enhanced by the reproduction effect of genetic algorithm in approaching more optimal districting plan with better objective function value during redistricting process. The implementation of simulation on the proposed model shows that genetic algorithm can be used to incorporate with simulated annealing in solving hard spatial optimization problem to achieve optimal result as a final output of districting plan. The outcome will contribute significantly to various applications and systems including political redistricting, business territory management and allocation planning. There are also several recommendations for future work as an extension of this research,
Abstrak

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Redistricting can be characterized as a combinatorial optimization problem and it is a complicated process. The complexity will increase when it also involves other factors such as political, demographic, geographical, and environmental. A complete solution for redistricting seems to require an interdisciplinary effort. Many different methods have been used or suggested for finding optimal districts. However, redistricting process by itself is a NP-hard problem, current redistricting algorithms and conventional programming methods are not efficient, especially on implementing spatial redistricting (Altman, 1998). Thus, this research aims to incorporate the advantages of genetic algorithms to overcome the deficiency of existing redistricting algorithms, enhancement will be made on existing algorithms for redistricting process in order to increase the chances of obtaining near to optimal redistricting plan.

1.1 Background

Redistricting is a process of drawing lines as a boundary. It plays an important role in the process of decision making on space and spatial allocation. According to Agnew (1994), the spaces within which political, social, cultural, and economic processes are not only static backdrops or location referents for human events, but also the products of distinct territorial structures, identities, and ambitions, and they are deeply complicated by social and political change. Therefore, redistricting process plays an important role to redraw the lines on a district, based on the social and natural changes from time to time with the purpose of well spatial representation.

Thus, redistricting is extremely important in many different fields including ‘election boundary, school boundary, law enforcement, business territory management and even forest planning. Although each different redistricting process posses its own issues; such as gerrymanders for electoral boundary, some of the issues are consistent regardless of the redistricting domain; one of the biggest issue falls into this category is optimization in redistricting process.

GIS technology available today has offered a great chance for more consistent analysis of data and the ability to make more credible redistricting decisions in redistricting process (Hayes, 1996). Generally, optimization is one of the key factors in producing optimal and credible redistricting plan, but optimization could not be achieved completely with the improvement of technology. However, algorithms used for redistricting process can be improved in order to achieve the aim of optimization in redistricting.

1.2 General Problem Statement

In redistricting, the main problem to be solved is to find the districting plan that optimizes the value function involved. Formally, it is to find the optimal partition of the districting plan.

Redistricting process possess special difficulties because the size of the solution set can be enormous. Practically, it is impossible to solve the problem by a brute force search through all possible districting arrangements. As a result, redistricting process is considered to be computationally intractable or NP-hard problem. A problem will be said to be computationally intractable (also “computationally complex,” or “computationally hard”) if...
the optimal solution method for solving the problem cannot solve all instances in polynomial time.

Generally, current redistricting algorithms are still facing limited function and unable to satisfy spatial needs (Ngu, 1998). Besides, some of the current redistricting methods only approach to small size redistricting problems and others implement guessing procedures to get to near optimal solution. In solving bigger size of redistricting plan, the searching algorithms very often still not being able to approach near optimal solution and some of them will very likely to get trapped in local optimal.

Therefore, conventional programming methods for spatial redistricting algorithm not only has limitation on the implementation process but also facing inflexibility because of spatial complexity (Altman, 1998).

1.3 Objective

The research will focus on following objectives:

(I) Identify existing algorithms on redistricting and their weaknesses and problems in solving redistricting problem.

(II) Study the requirement and specification of redistricting algorithm in redistricting process.

(III) Investigate suitable features of genetic algorithm and their potential to enhance the redistricting algorithm that will increase the optimality of the obtained districting plan.

(IV) Design a redistricting algorithm by incorporating the evolutionary feature of genetic algorithms into existing simulated annealing based redistricting.

(V) Develop a redistricting simulation for the proposed algorithm.

1.4 Scope of Study

This research focuses on enhancing the current redistricting algorithm by incorporating the advantages of genetic algorithm. District boundary and compactness in redistricting process will also be the focus of the research in assessing the performance of the proposed algorithm.

Although there are numerous redistricting algorithms available currently, this research will only concentrate on simulated annealing based redistricting algorithm. The research will focus on the derivation of various components of the improved redistricting algorithm. The potential features of genetic algorithm are investigated in order to find the best way that they can be incorporated into simulated annealing based redistricting algorithm, and eventually increase the chances of obtaining district plan with better optimality.

Therefore, another main focus of this research will be on the genetic algorithm (GA) concept. Genetic algorithm uses process that analogous to natural evolutionary to generate solutions for an optimization problem. Thus, GA seems to have many characteristics that can be taken as an ideal solution on redistricting process to ensure better efficiency.

For redistricting simulation that will be implemented based on proposed model, latest Geographical Information System (GIS) technology will be used to assist the manipulation of spatial and attribute data during the implementation process. This is based on the
capability of current GIS technology in managing and handling spatial relationship besides powerful features and functions that allow spatial manipulation in the scope of study to be done.

1.5 Research Methodology

This research will be conducted in a systematic and orderly manner. There are five main phases in this research methodology, namely literature review, requirement specification, design, implementation and testing. This research methodology is to ensure that the research will achieve its objective systematically. The tasks of each stage in the methodology will be discussed as below:

1.5.1 Literature Review

Reviews will be done on current redistricting algorithms with extensive review on the simulated annealing based redistricting algorithm. At the same time, important redistricting criteria will also be identified. Genetic algorithms will also be studied and evaluated in order to understand its characteristic as well as its ability in solving optimization problems to discover the benefits of genetic algorithm on redistricting.

1.5.2 Requirement Specification & Analysis

Existing redistricting algorithm especially simulated annealing based redistricting algorithm will be investigated to identify the requirement and specifications that are needed to yield modification and improvement. Requirements of proposed algorithm will also be specified. Serious concern will also be given concerning the feasibility of the new technique to ensure that it will optimize the redistricting criteria.

1.5.3 Designing Proposed Algorithm

Based on the specification identified in previous stage, the most appropriate features of genetic algorithm will be incorporated into redistricting process to derive an enhanced redistricting algorithm, which will improve the capability of the redistricting algorithm in order to produce a more optimal district plan. Therefore, the detail specification and design of the proposed algorithm will be performed, and the proposed technique should fulfill the requirements and specifications of redistricting algorithm obtained from previous stage.

1.5.4 Implementation

A proposed redistricting algorithm will be implemented according to the specification requirements. A conceptual model on the proposed algorithm will be developed as a means to manipulate the proposed algorithm in redistricting process. In this stage, programming will be done in order to put the developed algorithm into implementation. A redistricting simulation of the proposed algorithm will also be developed so that it can be proven practically.

1.5.5 Testing and Evaluation

This is a simultaneous process with implementation. In this process, implemented solutions will be evaluated. The performance of the proposed algorithm will be tested and analyzed. Different sets of input data are used to evaluate the model in term of its effectiveness,
reliability, and performances. In the meantime, implementation alternatives, strength and weakness of the technique will also be identified and analyzed.

1.6 Significance of the research

No one can deny that the redistricting process plays an important role in making redistricting decision involving political, social and even business prospect. However, current redistricting algorithms and conversational programming methods seem to be not satisfactory. Thus, incorporating genetic algorithms is one of the ways to improve the optimality of the redistricting plan. This research should be benefitting all kinds of redistricting process and application. In short, this research should formulate a redistricting technique that makes redistricting tasks to be more effective in increasing the chances of finding near to optimal solution of redistricting plan.

1.7 Outline of the Dissertation

Every stage of the research will be documented. The outline gives a brief introduction of each chapter in this dissertation.

Chapter 2 describes the literature study of this research. It discusses the various elevation of redistricting algorithms, definition of redistricting, problems for the overall redistricting process, advantages and disadvantages of existing redistricting algorithms, possible approach to improve current methodology, and prospect of genetic algorithm in solving NP-hard problem will be reviewed.

Chapter 3 discusses the design of the proposed algorithm. It explains the development methodology. It contains an explanation on the solution and shows the general structure of the proposed algorithm. Various issues and factors are discussed throughout the designing process of the proposed redistricting algorithm.

Chapter 4 discusses the implementation of the proposed algorithm. It describes in details on the techniques of implementation. This section discusses the development framework of the implementation process. It describes all methods and techniques of implementation in details.

Chapter 5 discusses the results obtained from the implementation of the proposed algorithm with analysis from various aspects will also be carried. It explains the detail evaluation of the proposed algorithm by focusing on the incorporation of genetic algorithm into the algorithm of redistricting.

Chapter 6 discusses on the findings, accomplishments, limitations and future enhancement of the research. The achievement shows the contribution of the developed redistricting algorithm in improving redistricting process.
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter aims to present the detailed literature review on redistricting from different perspectives related to this research. Redistricting algorithms are discussed thoroughly since it is one of the most crucial parts of redistricting process. This literature review tends to studies thoroughly existing redistricting algorithms, and identifies the requirements and specifications of the redistricting process. Among others, the review looks into, different kinds of algorithms and techniques in terms of their advantages and disadvantages, strengths, limitations, and the lacking in the redistricting process. These problems should stimulate the proposed domain in the following chapter as a solution to the problem. The existing algorithm will be incorporated with genetic algorithm, hence the potential features and suitability of genetic algorithm will also be reviewed. In short, the outcomes of this chapter are to conduct reviews and analysis on all aspects of redistricting, and later, to identify the specific problems of redistricting algorithm, and the potential of incorporating genetic algorithm for a better solution with better optimality district plan.

2.2 Redistricting

Redistricting process can be considered as an effort to explore the data for spatial relationships and representation. Although redistricting can be categorized into various kinds of categories based on the nature of data and their respective objective function of the redistricting process, this research tend to focus on redistricting that involves spatial data re-aggregation which is similar to Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) defined by Openshaw and Taylor (1980), and viewed by Openshaw as one of the major redistricting problem.

One of the major task of redistricting process mentioned above starts with a set of data at one scale and then re-aggregate it again in order to create a new set of district plan suitable for a specific purpose. It involves the aggregation of spatial data for N areas into M districts, where M is less than N and is usually a small fraction of N in size. It is very important to note that all the districts should be internally connected and contiguous.

However, it is obvious that these activities will face problem due to the likely sensitivity of the result to the aggregation of the data being processed.

Expressed in mathematical notation, it looks like any other mathematical optimization problem trying to optimize F(Z), where F(Z) is a general function of Z, except Z is not a simple set of linear or non linear parameters, but defines an aggregation of N initial areas into M districts as output, and subject to constraints on Z to ensure the M district are internally connected, F(Z) is any function defined on data for the M districts in Z, and Z is the allocation of each of N areas to one of M districts such that each area is assigned to only one district.

In other words, there are implicit constraints on the function Z in such a way that each of the original N areas only can to be assigned to exactly one output district. Moreover, all the members from the same output districts have to be connected to form an individual district so that when the internal boundaries are dissolved, they will still be able form a single polygon.

For example, electoral redistricting can be considered as one of the important variant of redistricting, and Openshaw (1984) argued that it is a special case of a more general zone.
design problem that is equivalent to a special type of non-linear optimization problem in which the parameters to be optimized was the classification of N areas into M redistrict (N>M).

Unfortunately, there are millions of ways of aggregating N areas into M districts, and it is also important to note that different redistricting algorithms may not provide same result when being applied to same data. In fact, there is no convenient general purpose mathematical programming representation for this problem. It is some kind of discrete integer non-linear discontinuous programming problem that could well have many sub-optimal (Openshaw and Rao, 1995).

The only general-purpose solution strategy was likely to be some kind of combinatorial search heuristic. Thus, this optimization task might be categorized as a constrained non-linear integer optimization problem. It can only be solved via heuristic methods that may not find the global optimum result; indeed, there is no way of knowing whether there is a single global optimum result to be obtained (Openshaw and Rao, 1995).

The current algorithms were still not effective enough to draw compact district plan because of two main reasons. Firstly, some of the existing studies did not consider geographical aspects like compactness and continuity during the redistricting process. Secondly, most of the studies did not concern much on the decision making process in redistricting, especially those involving multiple criteria. The complexity of the geographical-related problem has made the redistricting process to generate odd or not-practical shape for district plan (Bong, 2000).

2.3 Categories of Redistricting Factors

Generally, factors to be considered in redistricting process can be categorized into two categories. The first category is application dependent criteria that may different between various kinds of redistricting applications. This criteria is very much depending on the goals or objectives of the redistricting process. For instance, redistricting process for election boundary will consider population equality as its main factor.

While, the second category is applications dependent criteria, this criterion is consistence over different redistricting application and domain. Two of the most concerned factors under this criterion are contiguity and compactness. These criteria refer to the geographical concern of the redistricting process. Contiguity receives much more attention then compactness does, while compactness is concerning the regularity of districts (Altman, 1988).

Both categories of criterions are related to one another. For example, although political boundary redistricting treats population equality as the main criteria in creating an election boundary, compactness and contiguity criteria of the district will not be ignored.

Thus, multiple criteria that include both of the application dependent and application independent factors like compactness should be included to consider an integrated compactness measurement. The consideration of application dependent criteria was compulsory whereby the consideration of application independent criteria was the unique factor to ensure the optimality of shape compactness (Bong, 2000).

In fact, shape based redistricting using the FMCDDM method called Fuzzy-AHP, to integrate the multiple criteria (including the compactness measurement), to produce an optimal compact district plan has been introduced (Bong, 2000). The Fuzzy AHP approach allowed
the integration and consideration of both application dependent and application independent factors in the redistricting process.

2.3.1 Compactness

Compactness refers to the geographical regularity of a district, and can be determined by considering the district’s appearance, and the area of dispersal (Altman, 1998). It can also be determined by an analysis of the function of the district. There are several mathematical ways to measure the elements of compactness as mentioned by Knight (1997) concerning mathematical analysis of shape, regularity of the spatial shape, and the regularity of the population distribution within the district. Thus, irregular geographical boundaries and significant land areas may be justified unequal district lines if such district lines follow a significant geographical feature or political subdivision boundary (Altman, 1997).

An analysis on the function of district may determine the compactness of the district. For election boundary redistricting, the district should be drawn to facilitate integrated communication between a representative and his constituents, and integrated opportunity for voters to know their representative and the other voters he represents (Altman, 1998).

Different applications of redistricting will have different definition for compactness. In political redistricting, compactness means population dispersion, but it refers to student distribution in school redistricting.

However, geographical compactness is one of the redistricting criteria that will be taken into consideration in most of redistricting process. For instance, population redistricting aims to obtain districting plan with most optimal distribution of population size among all the districts, but it will not ignore totally the geographically compactness of the districting plan.

Generally, geographical compactness is defined as how tightly a shape is "packed", and it is often used as a characteristic to describe shape (Shioke, 1998; Knight, 1997). As a first level of inquiry, a district's compactness may be determined by considering its appearance and the area of dispersal of the district (Altman, 1998). Figure 2. 1 shows an example of a more compact districting plan in term of district shape compared to districting plan in Figure 2.2.

![Figure 2.1 More compact district shape](image-url)
According to Altman (1998), most compactness measures claim to describe the shape of a district, it should require that any index of compactness give the same score to two districts that have the same shape. Blair and Bliss (1967) suggest that two objects should be said to have the same shape if they identical through translation, rotation and uniform scaling.

Further more, three types of shape distortion and manipulation have been recognized: dispersion, dissection and indentation (Blair and Bliss 1967; Flaherty and Crumplin 1992; Frolov 1974). As describe in Figure 2. 3, dispersion reflects the symmetry of a shape around its center, so a circle is evenly dispersed, whereas a ellipse is less evenly dispersed. Dissection reflects discontinuity in the distribution of points across the convex hull of a shape, and shapes with holes cut out of them are highly dissected. Lastly, Indentation reflects the smoothness of the perimeter of a shape, the shape shown in Figure 2. 3 with coastlines are examples of indented shape.

These three types of shape distortion are good proxies for geographical manipulation, then acceptable measures of geographic compactness should capture at least one, if not more, of these principles. Based on this believe, Altman (1998) has formalize these principles:
Let a shape $S = s_1, \ldots, s_i \{ \}$ be a finite, nonempty set of simple, continuous, closed, non-overlapping subsets of the plane where $\text{Area } s_i \cap s_j (\cdot) = \text{Perimeter } s_i \cap s_j (\cdot) = 0, \forall i \neq j$.

Let $P:S \to \mathbb{R}^+$ be the length of the perimeter of the shape, and let $A:S \to \mathbb{R}^+$ be the area of the shape.

Let a compactness measure $C$, be a function $C:S \to \mathbb{R}$.

Based on these definitions, Altman formally define what it means for a compact measure to capture shape:

1. *Scale independence*: if two shapes differ only in scale, then they should be equally compact.

2. *Rotation independence*: if $S_1, S_2$ are two shapes, which differ only in rotation around the origin, they should be equally compact.

3. *Translation independence*: if $S_1, S_2$ are two shapes which differ only in position, they should be equally compact.

4. *Minimal dispersion*: A compactness measure reflects the principle of dispersion if, for all shapes $S_1, S_2$, if $S_1$ and $S_2$ are of equal area, and the perimeter of the convex hull of $S_1$ is larger, $S_1$ is less compact. Compactness measures that claim to capture dispersion are usually based on the ratio of a shape’s perimeter to its area.

5. *Minimal dissection*: If $S_1$ and $S_2$ are any two shapes with identical convex hulls, and $S_1$ has a strictly smaller area, then $S_1$ should be judged as less compact.

6. *Minimal indentation*: If $S_1$ and $S_2$ have identical convex hulls and $S_1$ has a strictly larger perimeter/area ratio, $S_1$ should be judged as less compact.

A compactness measure must not violate any of the first three principles above. One can also use the convex hull to compare two shapes that have the same general outlines, so as to see which is relatively more dissected or indented.

### 2.3.2 Continuity

Continuity means the adjacency of the district and the district must not has detached part. The requirement is to ensure districts all inter-connected. It is one of the most important factors to be considered in the process of redistricting. A district is said to be contiguous if all parts of the district touch one other at more than one single point, so that the entire district is within a continuous boundary. Legal standards governing redistricting for governmental institution often require all of the territory in each district to be contiguous.
2.4 Redistricting As A NP-hard Problem

It cannot be denied that researchers in computer science and operational research have met an agreement that redistricting is computational complex or intractable, even many simpler redistricting sub-problems are likely to be intractable. Therefore, redistricting is categorized as a NP-hard problem which is non-deterministic polynomial (Burris, 1997).

A problem is said to be computationally intractable or computationally complex if optimal algorithm for solving the problem does not guarantee to solve all instances of that problem in polynomial time.

Cook (1971) defined the first NP-hard problem, which has now been shown to belong to a large set, consisting of hundreds of problems in many fields. Karp characterized that polynomial-time reducibility is the most important property of NP-hard problems (Karp, 1972). If a problem is NP and all other NP problems are polynomial-time reducible to it, the problem is NP-hard (Altman, 1995).

These are problems with non-polynomial time with exponential time complexity, most of the exact methods and algorithms fail to solve in reasonable time on such problems with typical size in practice. As a result, it has no chance but to give up the demand of getting exact solution or absolute optimum, and be satisfied with a near optimal solution.

In the theory of complexity, NP donates the set of all problems, solvable by non-deterministic polynomial time algorithm. Non-deterministic here means that no particular rules is followed to make the approximation.

Search for a proof of the intractability of NP-hard problems has became one of the most famous open problems in computer science for the past two decades. While no proof of intractability has been found, no polynomial algorithms have ever been found that solves any of these problems, and because of the breadth of the class of problems, it is widely believed that no such algorithms exist (Altman, 1998).

Altman (1995) has shown formally that most of the common redistricting sub-problems, such as finding an optimal set of compact districts, are NP-hard. Table 2. 1 summarizes